Beyond energy expenditure: exercise and food intake regulation
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Despite the established role of physical activity and exercise in preventing weight gain, their impact on weight loss in the absence of energy restrictions was found to be modest. There is a growing body of evidence supporting a beneficial role of exercise in energy balance and body composition. The influence of exercise on energy balance occurs not only through its modulation of energy expenditure, but also through its impact on energy intake. Various studies have explored the association between acute and chronic bouts of exercise, appetite feelings and energy intake; however, findings are controversial. Originally, it has been suggested that the relative inefficacy of exercise on weight loss originates from the partial compensation for exercise-induced energy deficit by an increased food intake [1]. However, one research has found that only 19% of intervention studies reported an increase in energy intake after exercise, whereas 65% showed no effect and 16% showed a decrease in food intake. Indeed, most studies showed no impact of acute exercise on appetite [2,3] and/or subsequent energy intake usually assessed through an ad libitum buffet meal [1,4]. Some have even reported reductions of hunger sensations without concomitant decreases in food intake mainly following high intensity vigorous exercise [3,5].

Inconsistencies among findings have been attributed to factors including exercise characteristics, gender, nutritional state, time interval between exercise and eating and macronutrient composition of the test meal. Exercise type, duration and intensity play a significant role in defining the impact of exercise on satiety and energy intake. Some studies described exercise-induced anorexia following exercise bouts of moderate intensities and higher (>60% of maximum oxygen uptake), characterized with decreased hunger sensations and subsequent energy intake, in obese and non-obese individuals [5,6]. On the other hand, exercise sessions of low to moderate intensity were shown to affect neither appetite feelings nor food intake in various studies [5,7,8]. When acute aerobic and resistance exercise sessions of 45 min duration were compared directly, no differences in food intake or macronutrient preferences in the post-exercise meal were observed [9]. As for duration, prolongation of aerobic exercise session of moderate intensity to a period of 120 min, versus shorter durations of 30 or 60 min, significantly increased food intake without any effects on hunger sensations [10]. Similar increases in food intake were observed after 2 hours of acute exercise bouts [11] and after a total of 120 min and not 80 min of daily exercise over 7 days [12].

The mechanisms underlying the influence of exercise on appetite and food intake are not well defined; however, a role of gut hormones is under consideration. As peptides secreted from the gastrointestinal tract such as the appetite-suppressing hormones peptide YY (PYY) and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) and the appetite-stimulating ghrelin hormone mediate short-term feelings of hunger and satiety, various studies have examined the effects of exercise on the responses of these hormones [6,13-15]. However, research in this area is still limited. Plasma PYY concentrations were reported to be increased during aerobic exercise both in lean and obese participants [6,14,16]. Similarly, GLP-1 circulating levels increased during and for at least 30-60 min after moderate intensity exercise sessions. Increases of PYY, GLP-1, the truncated form of PYY with an established link to appetite control, but not of GLP-1 depended on exercise intensity. Greater increases in PYY, were reported following high intensity (75% of maximum oxygen uptake) exercise of 30 min duration compared to both moderate intensity (50% of maximum oxygen uptake) exercise and resting sessions of similar duration [6]. The impact of exercise on ghrelin levels is still not clear. Unchanged ghrelin circulating levels after a single exercise bout of running or cycling at moderate intensity [14,17,18] and after rigorous treadmill running [19] were reported. Similarly, medium- and long-term training sessions showed no effect on ghrelin levels independent of their impact on body weight [20, 21]. However, these studies have all measured total ghrelin. When analyzing the acylated form of ghrelin, which is known for its orexigenic properties and for being more involved in appetite regulation, different responses to exercise were described. Almost all studies reported that acute exercise of moderate to high intensity suppresses circulating levels of acylated ghrelin [6,13,15,22]. Lowered concentrations of acylated ghrelin, which were found to determine suppressed ratings of hunger, were described during 8 hours of intense treadmill running (72.2% of maximum oxygen uptake) in comparison to resting conditions [13].

Exercise interaction with appetite and food intake cannot be fully explained through variations in gut hormone responses to exercise. Kinetics of secretions of each hormone might differ among types and intensities of exercise as well as nutrient stimuli, and they might play differential roles for appetite regulatory processes during exercise [23]. The release of these hormones, in addition to being directly stimulated by luminal nutrients, is under the influence of both neural and endocrine factors. Furthermore, alterations in hormonal responses to exercise may play a role in preventing any increase in energy intake in response to increased energy expenditure rather than inhibiting absolute food intake. Additional mechanisms need to be further explored. Various physiological (other appetite-related hormones), psychological (cognitive factors and dietary restraint) and other factors (gender, body weight and body composition) collectively determine overall appetite and amount of energy intake after exercise and should be deeply investigated [24]. On the other hand, most of the published studies have been performed in normal weight individuals and over short-term. In order to clearly establish a beneficial role of chronic exercise in appetite control, additional long-term studies should be conducted in overweight and obese populations in order to determine whether measures of appetite and food intake are dependent or not on weight loss if induced by repetitive exercise and whether these measures predict changes in body weight following long-term training sessions. Understanding the exact role of exercise in satiety and
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food intake regulation is critical as it is needed to establish evidence regarding the benefits of exercise in facilitating weight loss in obesity and in optimizing body weight and thus performance of sportsmen and women in specific types of competitive sports.
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